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Key notion is developing a model that combines data from
a behavioral experiment (expt) with neurophysiologic data (from fMRI eg)

assume underlying model  = phi and sigma
that feed into (ie that generate) both the behavioral data and the neurophys data (eg f MRI)

simulation study

hypothetical recognition memory expt

24 subjects:  100 test items with  50 visual targets

withhold behav data for 2 S (two subjects)  and
withhold neural data for 2 S

generate data from a joint model
use classic  SDT = signal detection model

classic SDT model:

assume increasing (incr) exposure leads to incr familiarity  gaussian...

neural data model

finite mixture model


use  spatial average model

delta is the model of the fMRI  =  mu, ksi,  pi

eg  3  difft ROIs  each with difft  mu, variance and intensity...

phi and theta map from underlying model to both models  (behav and fMRI)

he shows  withheld neural data's effect on  false alarm rate and source 1 activation (of 3)


above was a simulation
******

3rd topic of his outline..

tract strength and the LBA Model ..(linear ballistic accumulator model)

expt from Forstmann et al 2011

random dot motion (a la Newsome)

34 S (subjects)

3 speed emphasis
20 college and 14 elderly S
3 speeds   as fast as poss,   at ur own pace,  optimize  accuracy


striatum  and pre SMA

lit up  striatum and preSMA

logit(Nm)...


linear ballistic accumulator model  LBA

behavioral model  from brown and heathcote 2008

whichever accumulator hits threshold first is the one that responds...

B  is propor to  LBA(params)

all params are  guassian... estimate  mean, var..

as tract strength increases with need less  accumulator  (lowers threshold)...


as tract str increases,  the faster the accum evidence  occurs...


as tract str increass the mean response time drops !

6 params:  accuracy, neutral, speed  (goals of the trials)
and...

predicting w/held data...

predict RT = reaction time

high TS = tract strength

much  quicker  resp time...
than low tract strength...

tract str data is overwhelmed by the behavioral data

***

extending the framework..

expt  van Maanene 2011

random dot motion task

14S on 80 trials
fMRI scans

want to link fMRI and behav at every trial

neural model  Eichele  2008  produces a model...


behav model  uses  ratcliff  1978


accum evidence for  1 alternative  leads to farther away from alternative 2...


high start/ high drift gives the fastest and most accurate response...

HSHD  = high starg, high drift   etc.  total 4 bins..

neural DDM = drift diffusion model (a la Ratliffe)

results..


indiv estimates for  start point and drift rate...


model does pick on the fact that

for = reac times...

LSHD  is similar to  HSLD  (takes longer to get to threshold)
(low strength, high diffusion;  high str, low diffusion)

r side of his slide

ROI activation:

he shows  perhaps  60  ROIs

eg  1 = vision...


look at most signif activated regions  under each of  HSHD  HSLD  etc.


medial frontal gyrus  (MFG),

precuneus,  pre SMA

striatum...


slide:  degree of activation  for each of the 4  bins  hshd hsld  etc.


visual cortex  active in all
precuneus corr with low drift


pre-SMA/SMA  is more activated  with fast reaction times
closer to behavior...

CONCLUSIONS

joint model framework allows

reciprocal  relations btwn cognitive modeling and neuroscience...

so, provide  neuro plausible constraints for cog abstractions

can make predictions...


can combine  pure behavioral data  that imposes constraints on fMRI  model...

this is flexible modeling with no mapping specificaiton

joint modeling  collab with   birte forstmann/ amsterdam...




